Illustrate Poetic Devices Project

Directions: You will create five original examples of poetic techniques (by original I mean that you will not just copy an example out of your notes). You will list and define each term that you are exemplifying. And, you will create an illustration that will accompany each of your examples.

Terms to Illustrate: onomatopoeia, rhythm, rhyme, repetition, alliteration, and consonance.

Example:

Name of term and definition

Consonance
Repetition of consonant sounds in the middle or at the end of words.

Nicely drawn illustration of the example

He pointed his hungry finger of anger.

Original example of the term

Requirements

- Only define one term for each drawing.
- Illustrations should be neatly sketched or in full color.
- Examples must be original.
- You may work with partners. Two people must complete eight. Three people must complete all eleven.

Rubric

Knowledge: Is the information on your illustrations correct?

Not understanding poetic devices
Made a few mistakes
Made a couple mistakes
Made a mistake
Perfect

Requirements: Did you complete everything that was required?

Did not meet requirements
Missing a few things
Missing a couple things
Missing something
Complete

Quality: Do your illustrations look presentable? Did you color or neatly sketch your drawings?

Illustrations are very low quality
Illustrations looks messy or rushed
Nice work
Beautiful

Effort: Did you try your best? Does your project show your effort?

Incomplete
Very sloppy or rushed
More effort needed
Well done